For a ring with 1, we show that every proper kernel functor generates a proper torsion radical if and only if the ring is a finite subdirect product of strongly prime (also called ATF) rings. This is equivalent to every essential right ideal containing a finite set whose right annihilator is zero. We use this characterization to quickly prove a number of properties of rings satisfying this condition, and apply the results to the problem: when is every kernel functor a torsion radical.
R is an associative ring with 1, and all modules are right modules. We use the notation K < R to indicate K is a (two-sided) ideal of R if A is a subset of R, then A r , A ] denote, respectively, the right and left annihilators of A.
For a nonzero element r of R, a finite set {rj in R is a (right) insulator for r if {r^Y = (0). A right ideal is insulated (in Beachy [1] , 'cofaithfuΓ) if it contains a finite set whose right annihilator is zero, and the finite subset is also called an insulator. A ring is (right) strongly prime (SP) (Handelman and Lawrence [5] ; also known as ATF in Rubin [10] and Viola-Prioli [12] ) if every nonzero element has an insulator; equivalently every nonzero ideal is insulated. Details may be found in [5, 6, 10, 12] .
A kernel functor (or left exact preradical) U, is a left exact subfunctor of the identity on Mod R , and to U there corresponds a topologizing filter Έ: a nonempty filter of right ideals closed under finite intersection, and if AE?, then r~xA = {s E.R\rs EA} belongs to %. Details may be found in Goldman [2] , Goodearl, Handelman and Lawence [6] , and Viola-Prioli [12] . An ideal K is a pretorsion ideal if there exists a kernel functor U such that U(R) = K.
Torsion radicals, torsion ideals, torsion-free and torsion theories are discussed in Lambek [8] . Given a kernel functor I/, the collection {M E Mod* I U(M) = (0)} is closed under isomorphic images, submodules, essential extensions, and direct products, hence is a torsionfree theory. By Proposition 0. 3 of [8] , there exists a unique torsion radical T v such that T V (M) = (0) if and only if U(M) = (0) (equivalently U(M) is an essential submodule of T υ {M) for all modules M). A kernel functor is proper if U(R)^R. Other underfined terms may be found in Lambek [7] , except that 'essential ideal' denotes a two-sided ideal that is essential as a right ideal.
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A ring is (right) strongly semiprime (SSP) if every essential ideal is insulated. As semiprime is equivalent to every essential ideal being faithful, we see that an SSP ring is semiprime. In a prime ring, every nonzero ideal is essential, so a prime SSP ring is SP. We show that SSP rings are equivalent to the ETF rings of Rubin [11] , and the semiprime rings satisfying the condition studied by Beachy and Blair [1] . More importantly, we show that the study of SSP rings reduces to that of SP rings, as SSP rings are finite subdirect products of SP rings. Rings satisfying 4 were introduced, as ΈTF' rings, in Rubin [11] . Condition 5 states that if U is a proper kernel functor, then Tu(R)τέ R. The equivalence of 4 with 5 was shown in Rubin's paper.
We prove Theorem 1 by showing 2<^3θ4;lφ3;3φ 1; 5 Φ> 4; 3 <£> 6. The implication 3 Φ 1 is by far the most difficult.
LEMMA 2. // K is a proper pretorsion ideal, then for all finite subsets
Proof Let % be the topologizing filter corresponding to [/, where
LEMMA 3. A right ideal J is contained in a proper pretorsion ideal if and only if J is not insulated.
Proof Define % ={J < r R | there exists {/JΓ-I CJ, with {/ f } r C /}. Then %j is a topologizing filter. If / is not insulated, then (0) £ %, so if Uj is the corresponding kernel functor, RJ CUj(R)^ R. The converse follows immediately from Lemma 2.
Proof. 2 Φ 3 is trivial, and 3φ4 follows from the preceding lemmas. 4 Φ 2: If E is an essential right ideal that is not insulated, then by Lemma 3, RE is an essential ideal that is contained in a proper pretorsion ideal.
PROPOSITION 5. // R is a subdirect product of finitely many strongly prime rings, then R is SSP (1 Φ 3).
Proof By assumption, there exist L, < R, i = l, n, such that ΠiLi =(0), and if r£L h there exists a finite set {fy}/ CR, such that Now R is semiprime; set K t =L|; then K t (0). Let E be an essential ideal and choose nonzero η E K { , Γϊ E there exists {sj, a finite subset of R such that for each i, Γϊ ^r^)" 1 !,,-= L,; thus, n / (r ί s ί/ ) r CL, . Hence
So {r/5//} insulates E.
To prove the implication 3 Φ 1 is more intricate. Z(M) denotes the singular submodule of M, and Z(R) is the right singular ideal. )) is essential, and if K is insulated, obviously the direct sum must be finite.
We now follow a process similar to that of Levy [9] to show a semiprime satisfying (ii) above is an essential subdirect product of finitely many prime rings.
We note that if R is semiprime and K < R, then K r = K ι so the 'annihilator of an ideal' is unambiguous; we also note LEMMA 7. IfR is semiprime and contains no infinite direct sums of ideals, then R satisfies the ascending and descending chain conditions on annihilators of ideals.
Proof. Suppose K> < R, j = 1,2, and K)CK] +ι .
There exists
Xj in R such that x } K j+ι = (0) but jc,iζ/ (0); as RXJKJ ΠK) = (0), we have Λjc,iζ ©K}CKJ +I . Thus ®RXjKj is an infinite direct sum of ideals. As left annihilators (of ideals) are also right annihilators, the descending chain condition also holds. As {Π" =1 K } is a strictly descending chain of annihilator ideals, there must exist an m such that ΠT=ιK) = (0). Now we may suitably refine the collection {Kty and thus assume that for all j ^m, Π ijέ jKl φ (0). Thus R -> π% λ RIK) is a subdirect representation (irreducible in the sense of Levy), and as K)! is a maximal annihilator ideal, by Lemma 8, each R/K) is a prime ring.
Finally, we prove R^>πR/K) is a right and left essential extension. Set N, = Π lVy KJ; N, is a nonzero annihilator ideal, and
As K} is a maximal annihilator ideal, so we must have K) x = N h Pick r£K). Then r-N^K) (if r NjCK), then r N, =(0), so r GN) = K] u = K l j), thus there exists ί EΛζ such that rί^KJ, proving the right essentiality.
LEMMA 10. // 5 is an overring ofR, and S is an essential extension ofR as right R-modules, then if Έ is a proper topologizing filter on S,

% R ={Λ ΠR\A E%} is a proper topologizing filter on R. The proof is straightforward.
COROLLARY 11. If Q is the maximal ring of right quotients of R> and R C S C Q, and R is SSP, then S is SSP.
Proof. We observe that if the right annihilator in R of a subset of R is (0), then its right annihilator in S is also (0). LEMMA 
If R = τrR t is SSP, then R λ is SSP.
Proof. Pick an essential ideal E < /?,. Then f? 0(©«>iJ?/) is an essential ideal of R, therefore contains an insulator. Pick the I?, components of this insulator-these lie in E and satisfy Γ) (siVXφi&Ri) -®i^Rh so m Rh {SjY = (0). Hence E has an insulator, in R t .
THEOREM 13. If R is SSP, then R is a finite subdirect product of strongly prime rings. (3φ 1).
Proof. By Propositions 6, 9, JR is an essential finite subdirect product of rings R { ; by Corollary 11, TΓJR, is SSP; by Lemma 12, /?, is prime SSP, thus SP. PROPOSITION 
(Proposition 2 of Rubin [11].) Every proper pretorsion ideal is not essential is equivalent to every proper kernel functor generating a proper torsion radical.
Proof. Φ If U{R) = K is not essential, choose aR CR such that aRΓ)K= (0); then U(aR) = (0), so T v (aR) = (0), hence Tu(R)/R.
<=: Let K = U(R) be a proper essential torsion ideal; as in the proof of Proposition 6(i), Z + U is a proper kernel functor (more precisely, it generates a proper kernel functor) . As T V (K) = K and K is essential implies T Z (R/K) = R/K, both K and R/K are torsion at Tz+υ Since torsion theories are closed under (group) extensions and 0->K-H>1?-^1?/K-*0 is exact, we must have T Z+U (R) = R; soZ+ U does not generate a proper torsion radical. THEOREM 
R is strongly semiprime if and only ifR is semiprime and every faithful right ideal is insulated. (3 <=> 6)
Proof. Φ. If / is a faithful right ideal and not insulated, then niether is RJ insulated; however in a semiprime ring, a faithful ideal is essential, contradicting the SSP definition. Proof. Clearly R has no infinite direct sums of two-sided ideals; hence by Proposition 9, JR is a finite subdirect product of prime rings, R/K). As we are factoring out annihilators, the factor rings inherit the minimal condition. But by Handelman and Lawrence [5; I.I] , a prime ring with minimal condition on right annihilators is SP, so R is a finite subdirect product of SP rings. For ETF rings, Rubin [11] , proved the results corresponding to Proposition 6 and Corollaries 11, 17, 19, 21, and 24. EXAMPLES. In view of Theorem 1, the study of SSP rings reduces to that of SP rings. All SP rings are SSP, and examples include simple rings, prime Goldie rings, free products of nontrivial algebras with 1, domains, etc. In Handelman and Lawrence [5] a right but not left SP ring is constructed, and examples are also given in Handelman [4] . These are necessarily right but not left SSP rings.
The dual condition to number 4 of Theorem 1, every nonzero pretorsion ideal is essential, is considered in Handelman [3] ; nonsingular rings with this property are exactly the rings whose maximal ring of quotients is prime regular.
In Viola-Prioli [12] , the condition that every kernel functor be a torsion radical is considered. By Theorem 1, rings with this property are SSP (Condition 5), and a prime ring with this property is SP, with every ideal idempotent. It is tempting to conjecture that rings satisfying Viola-Prioli's condition be noetherian V-rings (equivalently, a finite product of simple noetherian V-ring). However, if R is commutative, we immediately obtain a result found in [12] : COROLLARY 25. If R is commutative and every kernel functor is a torsion radical, then R is a finite product of fields.
Proof A commutative prime ring is a domain, and a domain with its ideals idempotent, in the commutative case, is a field. So R is a finite subdirect product of fields, hence a finite product of fields.
It is perhaps worth noting that the second half of condition 6 of Theorem 1 (studied in Beachy [1] If / is a right ideal that is not insulated, by Lemma 3, / is contained in a proper pretorsion ideal; by (ii)/V(0), i.e., / is not faithful.
In a ring with minimum condition on right annihilators, every pretorsion ideal is of type I ([6] ); hence any such ring satisfies the conditions of Proposition 25. Beachy and Blair [1] exhibit a left noetherian ring which does not satisfy these conditions on the left (but must on the right).
Added in Proof. (1) . Using the result that for polynomial identity rings, if all ideals are idempotent then the ring is regular (ArmendarizFisher, 'Regular P.I.-rings\ Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. July, 1973) , it can easily be deduced from Theorem 1 that a PI ring all of whose kernel functors are torsion radicals is semisimple artinian.
(2). M. Fenrick (Communications in Algebra, Volume 2, No. 4 1974) has characterized noetherian rings all of whose kernel functors are idempotent.
